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 Throat was commissioned by Jean Kopperud for the rated X ii project and is dedicated to 
her and Tom Kolor. it is a tongue-in-cheek homage that uses driving rhythms, guttural tones,  
the extended low register of the bass clarinet, altered tunings, and audio samples to create a  
piece that isdesigned to evoke a wide range of reactions. richard nixon would not have approved.  
(pee wee herman would.)
 
audio excerpts from the compact disc “Deep Throat anthology, parts i&ii” and dialogue from the movie “Deep 
Throat” used by permission arrow production and light in The attic records.

yiorgos Vassilandonakis: X-asTi (a Meet The composer commission)
Yiorgos vassilandonakis’ portfolio spans across a wide range of influences, venturing into chamber, 
vocal, orchestral, opera, film, electronic & multimedia genres. Transcending stylistic boundaries, his 
works are emotionally engaging yet cerebral, driven by a strong dramatic sense, and reveal a mastery 
of timbre, sonority and temporal space, and a deep interest in sound itself as a physical entity.
hailed by reviewers as “…a fascinating collection of sounds, inventive performance techniques, 
some of which first-time events…” (SF Chronicle), “…an intimate, soft poetry that consumed the 
audience…” (Repeat Performances), “…lingering sonorities and delicacies…” (SF Classical Voice), 
his music is frequently presented on both sides of the atlantic, and has been commissioned and  
performed among others by the New York New Music Ensemble, sFcMp, the Nouvel Ensemble 
Moderne, the Juilliard Percussion Ensemble, ALEA III, the Charleston Symphony Chorus, Ensemble 
Cairn, Meridian Arts Ensemble, ensemble In Extensio, the athens camerata, and the hellenic 
contemporary ensemble, and featured in the aspen, ernest Bloch, Domaine Forget, wellesley and 
patras international Festivals and the Guitar Foundation of America International Conference. his 
one-act opera Chorevoume (Dance with Me) was commissioned and staged by the national opera 
of Greece in 2008.

the music
matthew rosenblum: ThroaT
Mathew rosenblum’s music explores how seemingly independent musical voices and traditions may 
be woven together into a newly expressive whole. Born in new York city in 1954, his works have 
been performed throughout the world at venues such as the Gewandhaus in leipzig, De ijsbreker in 
amsterdam, the Tonhalle in Düsseldorf, the Bing Theater in la, sala nezahualcóyotl in Mexico city, 
the sonic Boom Festival, the Kitchen, the Guggenheim Museum, and Miller Theatre in new York city.
a wide array of groups have commissioned and performed and recorded his music, such as, The 
Boston Modern orchestra project, the harry partch institute, The american composers orchestra, the 
rascher saxophone Quartet, the chicago contemporary players, the calmus ensemble of leipzig, the 
pittsburgh new Music ensemble, and sequitur. using a variety of tuning systems his work does not 
live within traditional boundaries, creating a compelling fresh landscape.
 his honors include four pennsylvania council on the arts Music Fellowship Grants, a heinz 
endowments creative heights award, two Fromm Foundation commissions, a national endowment 
for the arts Music Fellowship Grant, a Barlow endowment commission, and a new York Foundation 
for the arts artists Fellowship Grant. he has received awards and fellowships from the new Jersey 
state council on the arts, the institute of contemporary american Music, the rockefeller Foundation, 
and been invited to the MacDowell colony, the Djerassi Foundation, the virginia center for the 
creative arts, and Yaddo. rosenblum is professor of composition and chair of the Department of 
Music at the university of pittsburgh, where he also co-directs the Music on the edge new music 
series. he received degrees from princeton university and the new england conservatory of Music. 
his works have appeared on the Mode, new world records, opus one, albany, capstone, and  
cri emergency Music labels and are published by c.F. peters corporation and plurabelle Music  
(distributed by subito Music corp).



 aylward’s writings on contemporary music can be read in perspectives of new Music and the 
Mitteilungen Der paul sacher stiftung. as a pianist, aylward regularly performs contemporary music 
worldwide. recent concert dates include harvard’s paine hall, The collis center at Dartmouth, The 
american composers Forum in washington, Dc, the university of campinas in sao paulo, and Distler 
hall at Tufts university.
 in 2005, John began a group for contemporary music: the east coast contemporary ensemble.  
in 2009, the group became a not-for-profit 501(c)3 dedicated to presenting the most adventuresome 
new music worldwide. one of aylward’s first initiatives for the group was to establish an interna-
tional music festival. The Etchings Festival, now in its third season, has attracted professional and 
student musicians from across the u.s. and abroad and has already premiered numerous new works 
of contemporary music. The festival is a partnership with the virginia center for creative arts and is 
held at their artist space in auvillar, France. The festival has attracted acclaim for its masterclasses 
and lessons, taught by luminary composers David rakowski, Fabien levy, louis Karchin, stefano 
Gervasoni and lee hyla.
 aylward is assistant professor of Music composition and Theory at clark university in 
Massachusetts. aylward has also taught at Tufts university and at Brandeis university. 
 Twin Suspension is based on ideas of multiples, twins and shadows. The clarinet and percussion 
play with each other at first as though they were twins, comrades or allies. as the work progresses, 
the instruments take on opposing roles, perhaps entertaining opposites, shadows and contrasts.  
The percussion itself is divided into a set of twins: the unpitched percussion with vibraphone and  
the unpitched percussion with marimba that surfaces later in the work. The clarinet’s own shadow, 
the bass clarinet, also surfaces mid-way through the piece. Throughout my work on the piece, i was 
drawn to the idea that the duo would function with the tensions of being tied together and yet growing 
apart, soon to explore their inner twin functions. My father is an identical twin and so the idea of 
twins and doubles has been a fascination for me.

 awards include the aaron copland prize, 1st prize at the Mediterranean Music center 3rd 
international composition competition, the George ladd prix de paris, the henry Mancini award, the 
eisner prize in Music, and the nicola di lorenzo prize, as well as grants and additional support from 
Meet-the-composer, the american Music center and the French Ministry of culture.
 Yiorgos holds advanced degrees from the university of california, Berkeley, where his principal 
composition teachers were edmund campion, richard Felciano, John Thow, Jorge liderman and cindy 
cox. as the recipient of the George Ladd Prix de Paris, he spent two years in paris, working with philippe 
leroux. he has taught composition at the university of california, Berkeley and the university of virginia, 
before joining the faculty at the college of charleston in 2010, where he is also the curator and music 
director of the contemporary music series Magnetic South with the charleston symphony orchestra.
 X-Asti was inspired by and composed for Jean Kopperud and Tom Kolor, to whom it’s dedicated. 
The structure of the piece is built upon gestures derived from the shape of the letter ‘X’ (as in: Rated 
X), transferred to the musical and temporal space, where it takes on a life of its own, generating 
lines, vertical sonorities, dynamic relationships and timbral possibilities. The result is a fluid, almost 
improvisational, yet extremely virtuosic musical surface, seeking to explore the common traits of the 
two seemingly opposing instrumental sources, fuse them into colorful novel kaleidoscopic strands, 
and weave them into a constantly moving and transforming narrative.

John aylward: Twin suspension
John aylward has been awarded a Goddard lieberson Fellowship from the american academy of arts 
and letters, a radcliffe institute Fellowship from harvard university, a Fulbright Grant to Germany 
and First prize from the international society for contemporary Music (iscM). he has also been 
awarded fellowships from the MacDowell colony, Tanglewood, the aspen Music school, the atlantic 
center for the arts and the virginia center for the creative arts. aylward’s work has been praised for 
its rhythmic vitality and rigorous formal qualities. aylward’s music has been performed within the 
u.s and abroad by numerous leading ensembles and soloists.



louis Karchin: evocaTions
Described by critic andrew porter in The New Yorker as a composer of “fearless eloquence,” louis 
Karchin has written more than 60 works for orchestra, chamber ensembles and soloists. his 
opera, Romulus, was released on naxos in June of 2011, and has garnered acclaim world-wide, 
with Opera News hailing it as “unfailingly fresh….it announces its originality right out of the 
gate.” Mr. Karchin’s chamber symphony (2009) was recently featured on Tanglewood’s Festival 
of contemporary Music, and his Deux Poèmes de Mallarmé was presented as part of a Mallarmé 
Festival at sale apollinee Teatro la Fenice, in venice, italy (June, 2012).  upcoming projects include 
a new vocal-instrumental song cycle based on poetry of seamus heaney for the network for new 
Music of philadelphia, and a second opera. Karchin´s music is recorded on naxos, new world, albany 
and cri labels, and his compositions are published by c. F. peters corporation and the american 
composers alliance. a Guggenheim Fellow in 2011-12, he was recently honored with the inaugural 
andrew imbrie award of the american academy of arts and letters.   he is the recipient of honors 
and awards from the national endowment for the arts, the Goddard lieberson Fellowship of the 
american academy, and commissions from the Fromm, Koussevitzky and Barlow Foundations. he is 
professor of Music at new York university.
 “Evocations, like many of my recent works, blends old and new idioms, and with the unusual 
pairing of clarinet and percussion, endeavors to blend these two disparate sound worlds as well.  
The music progresses from the “abstract” to three distinct dances and back again, but the sug-
gestion of dance lurks throughout, even when it is just beneath the surface. The dances, entitled, 
“rustic Dance,” Gavotte, and Burlesque respectively, lead back to a recapitulation of the opening, 
after which even more dance-like motifs are woven into the musical fabric.  The clarinet is at turns 
lyrical and raucous, and against it, the percussion is either harmonically supportive, or provides 
commentary with brief cadenzas employing a battery of tom-toms, cymbals, and other non-pitched 
sounds.” lK

Jeff stadelman: wills & wonTs
Drawing on disparate sources—from the poetry of John ashbery to Baroque polyphony, from rhythms 
and cadences of his native wisconsin to anton webern, among many others—Jeff stadelman has seen 
five cDs containing his compositions appear since 2007, including the monographic disc Pity Paid 
(centaur records) and the 2012 album, Messenger (navona records). Los Angeles Times critic Josef 
woodard called his music “painterly … deftly dispersed in time and glazed with a dry wit” while 
Sequenza 21 describes the work as a “powerful, caged beast … barely contained by its enclosure.”
 stadelman himself calls attention to the music’s being “obsessed with reference, drawing 
deep sustenance from classical works of past and present, especially those that intensively build 
complex, lyrical associative structures.” 
 stadelman was recipient of a Fromm Foundation grant, and several Meet the composer grants. 
in 2009 he received a uB2020 scholars Fund award to support the composition and recording of a 
new work for large orchestra, Messenger. since joining the university at Buffalo Music Department 
faculty in 1993 he has composed in all mediums except opera.
 wills & wonts exploits the notion of exchange (X) as a theme—with opposition of roles, registers, 
colors, positions, in a kind of formal kama sutra. i spotted the title in Finnegans wake, where, as the 
several meanings of these two words unfolded, i saw a space for a piece for Jean & Tom.
 i should add that over the course of the first movement a small tune pulls itself together out 
of some few minutes of free play—and serves as the main melodic subject for the two movements 
that follow.



edge” is a course to practice performing that is also done in workshop around the country. 
“extreme Measures” is the first project in the rated X series and was released in a two cD set in 
august of 2010 by albany records. it is seven clarinet and piano works written for Kopperud ask-
ing composers to dare to stretch the medium. The Winnipeg Free Press reviewed a past project that 
Kopperud toured, which might best describe rated X. “You can expect to have your head bent a 
little. You will stay awake. You will be fascinated and infuriated … and exhilarated by what you 
have heard.” rated X (“extreme Measures”) premiered in the fall of 2008 on the west coast and was 
recorded in the spring of 2009. “extreme Measures ii” is five commissions for clarinet and percus-
sion and premiered in the fall of 2010. 

percussionist Tom Kolor specializes in 20th and 21st century music, and holds a 
Master’s degree from the Juilliard school. he is currently an assistant professor at 
the university at Buffalo. Mr. Kolor appears throughout the united states, europe, 
and asia as a member of Talujon percussion, Manhattan sinfonietta, ensemble 
21, sospeso, american Modern ensemble and newband. in addition, he is a fre-
quent guest of such ensembles as the chamber Music society of lincoln center, 

new York new Music ensemble, speculum Musicae, continuum, Da capo chamber players, Group for 
contemporary Music, and orpheus chamber orchestra.
 as a soloist, he has given dozens of premieres by such composers as Milton Babbitt, John 
Zorn, wayne peterson, Tania leon, and Jerome Kitzke. he has recorded for Bridge, new world, 
albany, capstone, innova, wergo, naxos, cri, Koch, Tzadik, north/south consonance, and Deutsche 
Grammophon labels.

For more information on the university at Buffalo visit: www.music.buffalo.edu.

the performers
“The american clarinetist Jean Kopperud was absolutely smashing” (New York Post). 
reviewers have called Kopperud “superhuman,” “magnificent,” “unforgettably visual,” 
“staggering,” “sensational,” “dazzling,” “wonderful,” “the total clarinetist” and the 
list goes on. But possibly allan Kozinn of the New York Times says it best. “it began 
brilliantly, with an overdriven, virtuosic clarinet line that Jean Kopperud played with 
the power, texture and coloration that have become her trademark… Ms. Kopperud 
has the technique and imagination to make nearly anything sound interesting.” 

 a graduate of The Juilliard school and former student of nadia Boulanger in France, Kopperud 
has toured the united states, canada, europe, Japan, china, the caribbean and australia as concert 
soloist and chamber musician. presently she is performing with The new York new Music ensemble, 
omega, ensemble 21, washington square chamber players and university at Buffalo’s sinfonietta. 
she has recorded for Deutsche Grammophon, Bridge records, cri, albany records, Mode, G M 
recording, Koch, Musical heritage, new world records and centaur records. 
 Kopperud is also a performer on the cutting edge of the music-theater genre. national acclaim for 
her presentations of Karlheinz stockhausen’s Harlekin, the demanding performance work for dancing 
clarinetist, resulted in her avery Fisher hall debut presented by the new York philharmonic. each holiday 
season, she takes part in the Twelfth night Festival in westerly, rhode island, where she is seen 
starring in unusual performance art roles. working with Broadway director, Tom o’horgan, Jean 
Kopperud developed CloudWalking a music-theater work that previewed at clarFest in 1988 and 
toured for three years. “cloud walking” is a reference to Kopperud’s passion for skydiving. she found 
a way to include even that in her show, which amused and amazed audiences with her very special 
combination of musical and athletic abilities.  
 Ms. Kopperud is a tenured Full professor of Music at the university at Buffalo. (Formerly on the 
new York university and columbia faculties and 18 years with Juilliard’s Music advancement program.) 
she also teaches a class called “on the edge” in the evening Division at the Juilliard school. “on the 
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